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Emission Source Included? 

Business travel (air) Included

Business travel (train) Included

Business travel (car/taxi/rideshare) Included

Business travel (bus/coach) Included

Business travel (ferry) Excluded - assumed immaterial

Hotel stay Included

Event venue (electricity, gas, water) Included

Food & Catering Included

Waste Included - food waste only

Work from Home Included

The below table sets out the emissions sources relevant to IETF, and which sources were included in the emissions 
calculator. 
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Australian Climate 
Active Carbon Neutral 
Standard for Events

This voluntary standard is an Australian government initiative, released in 
2020 to help organisations manage greenhouse gas emissions and 
achieve carbon neutrality. It provides best-practice guidance on how to 
measure, reduce and report emissions data for event activities in 
Australia. The standard is based on the GHG Protocol standards above, 
and various ISO standards. 

United States 
Environmental 
Protection Agency 
(EPA) - Greenhouse Gas 
Inventory Guidance: 
Indirect Emissions from 
Events and Conferences

Released in 2018 by the US EPA, this is guidance to help calculate scope 
3 emissions resulting from events and conferences. It is based on the 
GHG Protocol standards above, and was developed to expand upon the 
GHG Protocol to align more closely with EPA-specific GHG calculation 
methodologies and emission factors.
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Q
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EY  |  Building a better working world

EY exists to build a better working world, helping 
to create long-term value for clients, people and 
society and build trust in the capital markets. 

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY 
teams in over 150 countries provide trust 
through assurance and help clients grow, 
transform and operate. 

Working across assurance, consulting, law, 
strategy, tax and transactions, EY teams ask 
better questions to find new answers for the 
complex issues facing our world today.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of 
the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a 
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company 
limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information 
about how EY collects and uses personal data and a description of the 
rights individuals have under data protection legislation are available 
via ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not practice law where 
prohibited by local laws. For more information about our organization, 
please visit ey.com.
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